By Olives and Bananas Fibre Art
These simple little shooting stars can be used for all kinds of
embellishments, additions, and decoration...
…or as part of the internal organs found in a unicorn.

What you’ll need:
Yarn
Crochet hook
Yarn needle
Fabric adhesive
Optional: felting needle

For this pattern I’m using Caron Simply Soft in “sunshine” but of course you can make these stars in any
colour or yarn weight of your choosing.
Though it recommends a 5mm H hook I’m using a 3.75mm H hook. When making tiny items a smaller
hook helps me keep my stitches tighter.
The felting needle is optional. I find that using felting techniques is an easy way to deal with ends and
hide them out of the way.
As the final step I used a little bit of light fabric adhesive to seal the of the star trails to keep them neat
and tidy.

Techniques used:
Magic circle
Single crochet stitch
Chain stitch

Pattern:

Begin with a magic circle of four stitches.

Connect the first and last loops with a single crochet stitch. (This begins the appearance of a swirl of stitches rather than a round.)
Round 1: add a second single crochet stitch in the same space. Continue around
adding two single crochet stitches in each space equaling eight stitches.
Round 2: single crochet in each stitch around = 8

Fasten off. Cut the yarn to short ends small enough to tuck away neatly into the
small half circle.

Felting the ends in:
(This felting step is not necessary, but it does make it easier to work with such a small piece when the ends
are tucked neatly out of the way.)
Gently pull the centre end tight, snip it to a short end and use the felting needle to secure it neatly inside
the small half circle.

Make another magic circle of four stitches and repeat the steps to complete it to eight stitches and around
one more round of eight stitches. Do not fasten off.
Gently tighten the centre end, cut it short and felt it into place.

Attaching the two half circles to make them a star:
For this step we will use only the outer loops of the half circles.
Line up the loops of each half circle and attach using a single crochet stitch.

Chain two.

Do not turn, just go back and single crochet into the first loop of the chain.
Single crochet in the next space (through the first single crochet that attached
the two pieces), then slip stitch into the next two outer loops of the two circles.

Repeat this process around: single crochet, chain two, single crochet in the first
loop of the chain, single crochet in into the first sc stitch, slip stitch into the next
two outer loops of the circles. You should end up with five star points.

Fasten off through the first single crochet stitch that attached the two half
circles.
Sew into the star and cut to hide the ends.

To make the star trail simply stitch yarn into a few stitches on the
star. I chose a few stitches near the centre but they could be
stitched in anywhere. Stitch in, tie a knot, cut. Stitch in again, tie a
knot, cut to size.

I used a little fabric adhesive on the ends of the star trail to keep them from
unravelling.
Twinkle twinkle...
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